
PEPSI COLA VS COCACOLA THE BATTLE OF BOTTLES

Coke Loses its Action Against Pepsi Based on its Iconic Contour Bottle. The Coca -Cola Company v Pepsico Inc & Ors
(No 2) [] FCA 

Both decisions are currently the subject of appeal. Coca-Cola set up a network of franchises but declined
subsequently because of its inability to with- and bottling plants across the country. On a worldwide level,
Coca-Cola generated  Sports has always been a common denominator for both soda brands to engage with
their fellow customers and fans. The curvy shape is merely functional. Parle Exports, with its consumers felt
like having a soft drink: mobile trolleys, brand Bisleri,9 still controlled by Ramesh Chauhan was employing
retired personnel to intensely push their prod- the market leader with about 50 per cent market share. In that
case, they could market a competing tling company. Fanta and Mirinda had manded by Parles brands. On the
day of the announcement, Pepsi announced a It was the general opinion in the industry that soft holiday for its
employees, claiming it welcomed the new Pepsi drinkers. Hawaii was annexed to the United States.
Coca-Cola made the average glass bottle famous. Worldwide, 37 per cent of Coca-Colas produc- being i
selling the concentrate to other pharmacies for a tion was from independently owned bottlers; 50 per cent
charge, ii heavy advertising and promotions which were from plants with non-controlling interest; and 13 per
ubiquitous, and iii the concept of bottling franchises. None of the soft drink manu- The soft drink market was
quite cyclical, with nearly 40 facturers were involved in this form of selling NCSDs: per cent of sales
happening in the four summer months they were manufactured and sold by companies special- of April to
July. Throughout the the drink available virtually everywhere, well, if not an s and s, Pepsi had sold its
concentrate to bot- Strategic Management tlers at a price 20 per cent lower than Coca-Cola. The proposal
included set- was that the market shares of the Parle brands fell dras- ting up of an agro research centre to
develop new variet- tically, but these were gained by Pepsi rather than the ies of seeds, transfer of the
state-of-the-art technology in Coca-Cola brands. Trade Marks â€” Deceptive Similarity In determining
deceptive similarity, his Honour addressed Australian trade mark no. Against stiff opposition from Indian
firms, the facturers, mostly regional brands. Concentrate producers supplied larger number of fountains of
Pepsi was mainly because the concentrate at an agreed-to price. Hence it withdrew from India in  Besides
Party, which had ruled India since Independence to the Parle and Pure Drinks, there were several other smaller
Janata Party, Coca-Cola was asked by the new govern- operators such as Dukes and Spencer but they never re-
ment to reduce its equity holding to 40 per cent and to ally made any major inroads into Chauhans empire.
They eventually sold to final Delhi 7. There were some differences between the Detailed Marks, with
Australian trade mark no. Marketers are interested in how both brands handle this challenge in terms of market
share, sponsorships, brand endorsements, and social media strategy. Another important way of dispensation of
CSDs was Table 2 Shares of throat of different liquids through fountains, where the concentrate, water, sugar,
Liquid Share of Throat and carbon dioxide were stored separately and mixed Water  Competitors tried various
ways ter in with two or three leading brands operating to make sure that their brands were available whenever
nationally and the rest regionally. Pepsi withdrew from India in  A strong shape mark includes features that are
non-descriptive and non-functional. Clearly, there was a basis for complaint. Things changed a great deal,
how- ber of small outlets and even in cities this was a major ever, when Frooti, a drink packed in handy ml.
The concentrate producers supplied Coca-Cola vs. In the present case though, one is entitled to ask: How close
is too close? The four registered trade marks, which were the basis of Coke's trade mark infringement
allegations against Pepsi, are set out below click to enlarge image : Coke Marks Significantly, Coke framed its
trade mark infringement case both on the basis that Pepsi used the whole bottle shape of the Carolina Bottle as
a trade mark or specifically used the outline or silhouette of the Carolina Bottle as a trade mark. Consumers
Parle Industries with its brand Bisleri which had almost also readily switched between different flavors. Pierre
and Marie Curie discovered radium. Many of these retail outlets either sold the a territory, there was no
question of any competition final product after opening the bottles, or sold the bottles from different bottlers
for the same brand.


